Looking vs. Seeing
An Example

- Have you ever lost something… maybe keys, cell phone, wallet, usb drive?
- You search around frantically looking for the item checking everywhere imaginable only to
find it later in the same place that you looked in earlier.
- Why?

Looking

- Your simply used to looking.
- As you go about your day, you see items that your brain registers things simply as a general
item, a car for example. There are too many details for your brain to process everything and
still go about your business so you’ve learned to abbreviate things.
- When looking for your keys, you see your desk and overlook the keys because your desk
doesn’t typically contain your keys.
- Kids haven’t learned to abbreviate yet. Everything is new to them, and so the see the car’s
wheels, bumper, door, license plate etc.
- When in a new environment you always, instinctually see everything without abbreviating.
- This is why many people think you have to go somewhere new to take great pictures.
- Often though, the best shots take place in everyday life as those special landmarks are too often
shot.

Seeing

- The important thing is to start seeing everything.
- Take time to look at the little things… the lighting, textures, something that just catches your
eye, and then develop it into a shot.
- Once you start seeing, you’ll notice the little things, like those keys that you were looking for.

So What?

- The basic idea behind photography is to convey the world as you see it with a single frame .
- It’s a tough task that cannot be completely achieved. It’s impossible to capture all the senses and
the wide angle that your eyes see within a single frame that conveys your exact environment.

A Good Photo...

- Has a background and a foreground.
- Even with a background and a foreground, the idea is to fill the
frame.
- You only have one little rectangle to show everything, so narrow it
down to one subject, and get in close to fill the frame.
- Needs a subject.
- That sunset may be beautiful, but the sunset should also have a subject with it.
- A silhouette of a dog running, tree in shadow, anything near by will
do. It will tell a story and create movement within the frame, making it more enjoyable to look at.

Look at Other Photos

- Instagram, Flikr, Picasa, Snapfish, there are community everywhere in which people like you
and me post their work for others to see.
- Observe the work of others. If you like something, why? What do you like about it? Is it
the angles, lighting, framing… these are all
things that you can emulate in your work.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instagram
http://mcpierce.blogspot.com/2011/05/g
etting-picasa-to-work-on-fedora-14.html

http://lifeinlofi.com/2011/02/02/think-your-pics-are-safe-on-flickr-maybe-not/

Find a Subject

- It doesn’t need to be a landmark or vacation spot. These are often photographed, and as such,
make boring pictures.
- Simple items make some of the best photos.
- Pay attention to impulses
- Maybe lighting, lines, shadows that catch your eye
- Unusual items or things that create curiosity make good pictures (you’ll stare at the shot with a
“What’s that gaze”).

Lighting

- Photography is all about lighting.
- Good lighting makes for good
pictures.
- Unusual lighting makes interesting pictures.
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- Light coming from different angles can make dramatic effects.
- Our eyes have more sensors for luminance than color, making them more sensitive to contrast.
- This makes lights strong contrast more powerful than strong
color.
- Low angle sun (dawn and dusk) shine adds more contrast to
light.
- It casts longer shadows
- Makes textures more powerful
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- Shines warmer and more colorful
- This is why golden hour is so great compared to the flat look
of mid day, straight down shadows with muted colors

Two ways to use this

- When you find great lighting, search for an effective subject.

Rainy or Gloomy Lighting
- This isn’t bad either.

- It yields less contrast
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http://www.digicamhelp.com/camera-logs/random-thoughts/overcast-days/

- Find a subject, and wait for great lighting conditions to take
your picture

- This is good for portraits (less worry of wrinkles casting shadows
- Subjects won’t need to squint
- The lower contrast can make your images less complex

Getting back to that rectangle
- Read the follow excerpt:

Getting back to that rectangle

- Remember… you only get one frame to interpret what is happening in a 3D world.
- It’s nearly impossible to capture the fun compass of emotion that you had being there in one single shot.
- Narrow the focus to a specific feel or sense that you want to convey.
- Instead of a football game, focus on the emotion of the crowd, the friends your watching it with, the impact of
the game.
- One shot of all of these things is just to broad and won’t make an impact, but narrowing it down will make it
easier to capture just the part you desire to show.
- “Photography is a representation medium not a literal duplication of an experience.” – Ben Long

